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Abstract. One goal in modern medicine is to increase the treatment quality. 
A major step towards this aim is to support the execution of standardized, 
guideline-based clinical protocols, which are used in many medical domains, 
e.g., for oncological chemotherapies. Standardized chemotherapy protocols 
contain detailed and structured therapy plans describing the single therapy 
steps (e.g., examinations or drug applications). Therefore, workflow 
management systems offer good support for these processes. However, the 
treatment of a particular patient often requires modifications due to 
unexpected infections, toxicities, or social factors. The modifications are 
described in the treatment protocol but not as part of the standard process. To 
be able to further execute the therapy workflows in case of exceptions 
running workflows have to be adapted dynamically. Furthermore, the 
physician should be supported by automated exception detection and decision 
support for derivation of necessary modifications. The AdaptFlow prototype 
offers the required support for the field of oncological chemotherapies by 
enhancing a workflow system with dynamic workflow adaptation and rule 
based decision support for exception detection and handling.

Introduction 

One goal in modern medicine is to increase treatment quality. A major step towards 
this aim is the use of standardized, guideline-based clinical protocols, which are used 
in many medical domains, e.g., for oncological chemotherapies. A chemotherapy 
treatment protocol contains detailed plans for diagnosis, therapy, toxicity 
management, and follow-up (compare e.g. [1],[2]). It additionally specifies how to 
deal with exceptional situations, which may often occur during therapy execution 
(e.g., an infection or a toxicity) and require a modification of the treatment of a 
particular patient so leading to a significant flexibility of treatment processes. 

To adequately support the execution of guideline-based therapies and to relief the 
medical staff (even a specialized physician has to administer many different protocols 
to different patients at the same time) a system is needed that handles well-structured 
but flexible therapy processes efficiently. A convenient system should observe the 
status of the therapies currently being applied, offer automatic recognition of 
exceptional situations and appropriate decision support for handling such situations. 
Furthermore, the system should be able to automatically adapt affected therapy 
processes to adequately handle necessary treatment modifications. For some of these 
problems, e.g., the handling of data and knowledge or the organization of clinical 
activities, there are already several systems in use in the medical domain 
([3],[4],[5],[6]). But to meet all requirements, a hybrid approach is necessary that 
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Figure 1. AdaptFlow architecture. 

combines a workflow management system with a rule base. The workflow system is 
used for the execution of therapy workflows and the integration of different users, 
data and applications. Furthermore, it has to support dynamic adaptation of running 
workflows to handle the flexibility of therapy processes ([7],[8]). The rule base 
handles the medical knowledge represented in the protocols and is used to detect 
exceptional situations.  

The AdaptFlow prototype presented in this paper implements this hybrid approach 
and offers the following advanced features to support adaptive guideline-based 
treatment workflows. Besides rule based exception detection with extended Event-
Condition-Action (ECA) rules and dynamic workflow adaptation with obligate user 
confirmation (i.e., if the dynamic adaptation is not appropriate the user can perform an 
alternative exception handling manually) it supports two strategies for automatic 
workflow adaptation. Whenever possible AdaptFlow tries to predictively adapt the 
remaining part of a running therapy workflow as soon as an exception is detected. 
This informs users early about necessary changes and supports a timely and effective 
treatment of patients. This strategy is based on temporal estimates about the duration 
of future workflow parts, which are not always possible. In those cases the second 
strategy, reactive adaptation, is used which adapts affected activities directly before 
their execution. 

In the following we provide an overview of AdaptFlow.  

1. AdaptFlow 

We first present the architecture of AdaptFlow and then explain its rule-based 
exception handling and the strategies used for automatic workflow adaptation.  

1.1 Architecture 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the AdaptFlow prototype consisting of a workflow 
management system, monitoring and adaptation modules, a rule base and a patient 
database. Since we wanted to avoid the development of a completely new workflow 
system we first evaluated whether we could extend an existing system. This was not 
feasible for commercial workflow systems since they still do not support adaptation of 
running workflow instances. However, there are research prototypes supporting 
workflow adaptations. We could use one of them as a basis for our extensions, namely 
ADEPTflex workflow system ([9]). It provides manual workflow adaptation and a Java 
Application Programming Interface (API) which is used by our extensions to perform 
automatic workflow adaptations. Furthermore, it offers a workflow definition 
language in which  the protocols can be represented. 



The workflow system includes an editor for workflow modelling, a workflow 
engine for workflow execution and worklist clients for the presentation of the 
activities to the users. The patient database contains the relevant information about the 
treated patients; it is a relational database and is accessed by workflow activities  and 
users. If an existing patient database is to be used, tables, triggers and stored 
procedures will have to be added to offer the functionality required by AdaptFlow. 

The exceptions supported by the system are maintained in the rule base. We use 
extended ECA rules (see below) to specify exceptional events and their handling. 
Currently, triggers and stored procedures on the patient database implement most 
rules. For instance, we use triggers to check whether newly inserted or updated data 
such as new laboratory measurements exceed some threshold so that therapy 
modifications may become necessary. Stored procedures are used to take additional 
data into account during rule evaluation. The monitoring module passes the derived 
reactions specified by an ECA rule to the adaptation module, which executes 
corresponding workflow adaptations. Each adaptation has to be confirmed by an 
authorized medical user before the workflow is actually changed. The user may reject 
a suggested workflow adaptation and perform an appropriate manual exception 
handling, e.g. a manual workflow adaptation. 

1.2 Exception detection 

Different oncological protocols were analyzed to find the exceptional events that may 
require treatment adaptations. Three main event types were identified: medical events
(e.g., laboratory or pathological findings, diagnosis or toxicological ratings), 
organizational events (e.g., resource conflicts of medical devices, change of patient 
status due to hospitalization), and social events (e.g., loss of patient compliance for 
the treatment). Most of these events may only lead to exceptions in certain parts of the 
treatment. For instance, a low white blood count (in an acceptable range) may be 
tolerable after a cytostatika application phase, but not during other treatment phases. 
This illustrates the need to consider temporal validity intervals for exception handling. 

To detect exceptional events it is necessary to establish rules that represent the con-
ditions described in the treatment protocols. AdaptFlow uses extended Event-
Condition-Action (ECA) rules of the following format (see [10] for more details):  

WHEN exceptional event WHEN new finding for patient P 
WITH condition WITH white blood count < 1000 
THEN treatment adaptation THEN delete applications of drug A for P 
VALID-TIME time period VALID-TIME during the next seven days 

The event-condition-part (WHEN/WITH) specifies the event and the conditions 
under which treatment adaptations are required. The action part (THEN) describes the 
necessary treatment modifications. The optional valid time part (VALID-TIME) 
specifies a time period during which the reaction should be applied. It is either 
denoted by a fixed time interval or date, or by a conditional time interval whose end is 
specified by a condition that has to be satisfied (e.g., until the blood value has 
improved). This extension of ECA rules with temporal information is especially 
needed to meet medical requirements formulated in the guidelines. The sample ECA 
rule shown above on the right side specifies that for a patient with a critical blood 
value all applications of drug A should be dropped during the next seven days (syntax 
simplified for better readability). 



The following adaptations of medical treatments can be specified in the action part 
of ECA rules: start, stop, and abort treatment; postpone, substitute, add, and delete 
treatment part; change properties of treatment and treatment part. A treatment 
modification requires one or more workflow adaptations. For instance, the deletion of 
a therapy part may result in dropping applications of different drugs. The necessary 
workflow adaptations for a particular treatment modification are determined by the 
monitoring module and specified with so called control actions. Control actions 
describe the workflow adaptations on the basis of activities, i.e. single workflow 
tasks. Each control action consists of the description of the workflow adaptation and 
the valid time as specified in the ECA rule. AdaptFlow supports the following control 
actions (W denotes a workflow; A,B activities; P a patient; t a time interval; p a pa-
rameter; f a function): 

• dropping an activity <drop(A,P)>, 
• adding a new activity <add(A,P)>, 
• replacing an activity by another one <replace(A,B,P)>, 
• delaying an activity <postpone(A,t,P)>, 
• changing input parameters of an activity <change-value(A,p,f,P)>, 
• aborting a workflow instance <abort(W,P)>, 
• suspending a workflow instance <suspend(W,t,P)>. 

For instance, the ECA rule shown above is translated into the control action  
drop(application_of_drug_A, P)@[for next 7 days] (the ‘@’ separates the adaptation 
description from the valid time part).  

1.3 Workflow adaptation 

The implementation of the control actions either follows a predictive or reactive ad-
aptation strategy. If possible, workflows should be adapted predictively, i.e. as soon 
as an exception is detected, in order to inform workflow users in time about the 
changed situation.  

Predictive adaptation is possible if the valid time VT of a control action is specified 
by a fixed (absolute) date or interval. In this case, AdaptFlow can estimate the part of 
the workflow that will presumably be executed during VT and adapt it in advance. 
The estimation is based on the average execution duration of activities and other 
workflow constructs and is determined for each path through the remaining part of a 
running workflow that is affected by an exception. The expected duration of activities 
or time intervals between two activities can be  specified during workflow definition; 
in the future we want to additionally use measured execution times. A detailed 
description of workflow estimation taking into account parallel and conditional paths 
and other workflow constructs can be found in [10].  

Then, the control action specified in the ECA rule is applied to all affected 
activities in the workflow part corresponding to the valid time interval VT. For this 
purpose the API functions of the workflow system are used, e.g. to drop or add nodes. 
The workflow fragments in figure 2 illustrate the result of the application of the drop 
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control action introduced above to a therapy workflow. The adaptations are shown to 
an authorized medical user for confirmation before the modified workflow instance is 
resumed. The predictive approach thus informs the user timely about necessary 
changes, in particular to prepare new activities (e.g., drug administrations) or cancel 
the preparation of deleted activities. 

Reactive adaptation is used if the valid time VT of a control action is denoted by a 
conditional time interval (e.g., until the blood value has improved), or if the workflow 
contains conditional parts such as conditional splits or loops. In these cases, no 
estimation of the remaining workflow part is possible as it is not known in advance 
when the specified condition will be satisfied. Therefore, AdaptFlow monitors the 
further execution of running workflows that are affected by the exception until the 
condition is satisfied. Each affected activity is adapted according to the control action 
directly before its execution. After a user has confirmed the adaptations the workflow 
execution is continued. 

2. Conclusion 

The AdaptFlow prototype offers support of adaptive guideline-based treatment 
workflows by handling exceptions occurring during runtime widely automatically. It 
enhances a workflow system with automated exception detection, derivation of 
necessary workflow adaptations and automatic application of the workflow 
adaptations. Furthermore, AdaptFlow offers a predictive and a reactive adaptation 
strategy. We expect that AdaptFlow’s automatic exception detection and handling 
will help increase treatment quality by enhancing the protocol conformance of the 
applied treatments and facilitate the treatment application for the medical staff.  
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